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ISSUE # 50 MAY 2020 

SMSC CLUB S&T MEETING 
The meeting Sunday, 7 June 2020  at 6:30pm at Wests 

Ashfield, is CANCELLED!! 

********* 

ADVANCE NOTICE FOR MEETING on Sunday, 2 August 

2020  at 6:30pm at Wests Ashfield unless otherwise advised 
As well as the AGM, the August meeting will also feature the 

Club’s annual “Trash and Treasure” sales, so get ready to bring 
all those wonderful items that you no longer use including kits, 

tools, books and other Nautical things. 

************************************************** 
ENDEAVOUR GROUP S&T MEETING  

The next Endeavour Group S&T will be at the home of Mike Barton on 

Saturday 4 July 2020 from 10am to 12 noon  
This will remain on a wait and watch basis!! 

If you wish to come along and need details of the address, please contact 
Mike on 0439441542 or by email to <barton.55@hotmail.com> 

Members and visitors are encouraged to bring projects for discussion 
Modellers of all standards are welcome to come along to discuss all 

issues regarding model building 

********* 
THERE WILL BE NO ENDEAVOUR GROUP S&T MEETING IN SEP-

TEMBER 2020 TO ALLOW MEMBERS TO CONCENTRATE ON 
OUR EXPO AND THE OTHER SHOWS AND EXPOS AT THAT TIME 

The complete CHATTERBOX INDEX is now available at smsc.org.au 

Please address all correspondence to SMSC and/or any members of the 
Executive Committee to the Secretary at secretary@smsc.org.au 

 
Please forward all mail and contributions to CHATTERBOX to the Editors, 

Tom Wolf at tom@aces.net.au or Mike Kelly at mikelly118@gmail.com 
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS IN 2020 

PORT  MACQUARIE  MODEL  BOAT  EXPO 2020   
Due to the current pandemic and health risk, the Model Expo event this year is 

CANCELLED!! 

. Please stay safe and healthy! We look forward to meeting again in 2021.  

CANBERRA  EXPO 2020  
The Canberra Club has not yet informed us of the date of the 2020 Expo, 
but we expect that it will be in mid to late September 2020.   We will keep 
you updated with details of this event when known. Contact:  Peter Hateley 
0401 670 829(m) or by email to  <hpeter@webone.com.au> or contact Bob 
Evans 6226 8957, or by email to  <rjeaevans@bigpond.com>.    

SMSC EXPO ‘20 
at Georges 

River 16ft Sailing 
Club 

29-30 August  
Open to all SMSC members, 
visitors and other clubs to 

exhibit maritime and related 
models.  

Not long to go, so start 
preparing your models to be 

ready in time! 
Contact Michael Bennett 
0411545779 or email 

<mjbennett@ozemail.com.au> 

CLARENDON CLASSIC MACHINERY, TRUCK & HOBBY 
SHOW: 19-20 September 2020 

If there is a conflict in dates, we encourage all our Members to attend the Canberra 
EXPO even if they do not exhibit, however this exhibition a little closer to home at the 
Richmond Showground. Contact Alan Bideleux 0409220544 or by email to 
<abideleux@gmail.com> 

SYDNEY SCALE MODEL EXPO 2020 
Saturday,5 September at St.Mary’s RSL Club.  

For more information please contact:  www.sydneysc alemodelshow.net 
or <sydneyscalemodelshow@gmail.com> 

HUBERTUS MODEL BOAT SHOW 2020  
Our friends at the Hubertus Model Boat Club have invited us to at-
tend their events, we will keep you updated with details of the events 
when known. 



MEA MAXIMA CULPA 
I must be suffering from continuous senior moments. First I had to be reminded about 
HMAS Ovens in Fremantle when I knew it to be there, but then … shock … horror!! 

In writing both the article and the correction, I totally had a mental block about HMAS Onslow 
berthed at the Australian National Maritime Museum in Darling Harbour!!  This is an unforgiva-
ble oversight for a Sydneysider! 

Thanks to  our regular reader Jeffrey Mellefont, Honorary Re-
search Associate, ANMM we are reminded that we have this 
treasure on our own doorstep. Jeffrey reminds us that the RAN 
was handing them around generously and he wonders where 
they'll park some of the Collins boats, if they ever manage to 
build their replacements? 

Tom 
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TRANSOM LETTERING 
Photo and report by Tom Wolf 

In the issue of “Topmasts”, the quarterly newsletter of The Society 
for Nautical Research, Issue 33, February 2020, well known author and 
researcher David Antscherl addresses the issue of the font used on the 
upper counter of “HMS Victory” and on countless models of her. David 
discusses the historical significance of the fonts used, in particular that 
many of the fonts now depicted did not come into existence until after the 
period that the particular ship saw service. 
David notes that the practice of painted lettering 12 inches high was for-
mally instituted in 1771 and modified a year later to be “as large as the 
second counter will admit, without any compartment around them”. David 
also refers to an informal practice prior to 1771 of painting the name of 
the ship on the transom, he gives as an example the model of the 74-gun 
Ajax of 1767 showing her name, surrounded by nereids (sea nymphs) on her upper counter. 

Many contemporary paintings, draughts and ship models show a 
very distinctive style of lettering, often with a period (full stop) after 
the name. The letters are bold classic Roman capitals with pointed 
serifs. Each letter is sloped so as to echo the converging lines of 
the stern lights above.  
This form of lettering was then the case for the 1772 to 1810 time 
period, after which this practice seems to have been discontinued 

A HUGE VOTE OF THANKS 
As my dear modeller friends are aware, I ended up with a lengthy (18 days) stay at 
St.Vincents Hospital ICU for a positive diagnosis of COVID-19 virus over the Passover/

Easter period which included 5 days in an induced coma and lengthy stays on respirators and 
all kinds of equipment. I am now clear and happy to be back (alive that is), and I wish to thank 
all whose care, love and support assisted Sandy and my family through those difficult days and 
whose prayers helped to pull me through another Houdini act. 
If you ask me how it happened, the answer is that I have no idea whatsoever. As I had been 
advising all my Shedder friends, I had self-isolated for over 3½ weeks before I went down, and 
had religiously been hand-washing, so I can only surmise that Sandy brought it into the house-
hold from a shopping trip or it came in on a surface containing shopping. 
However it happened, it is now irrelevant. Since I am a cardiac patient with diabetes, the treat-
ment was, to say the least, difficult, and there are no words other than PHENOMINAL!! can de-
scribe the work of the doctors nurses and all other staff at St.Vincents Hospital.  

Tom 
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cont. p.5 

ENDEAVOUR GROUP S&T, 
March 7, 2020 at Riverwood 

Photos Mike Kelly and Sandy Wolf; report by Mike Kelly and Tom Wolf 
What an amazing 

turnout! 15 members de-
scended on the home of 
Kathy and Janos Nemeth for 
this S&T. It may have been 
that they were induced by the 
generous offer of give-aways 
and cheap items to buy, but 
nevertheless this was the 
largest attendance by far at 
an Endeavour Group, and it 
turned out to be one of the 
best S&T’s in memory. 

Richard Keyes brought his HMS Bello-
na which created a lot of interest, but his 
actual discussion was about 3 items of 
gadgetry, a home-made copper plate 
maker, a rigging cord dispenser and a 
home-made guillotine,  

 
 
 
 
 

The copper “plates” are made from a roll of 6mm wide 
self-adhesive copper foil tape available on a 10m roll 
(but other widths are available), and Richard has 
made a contraption which houses the roll and can feed onto a 
template with the correct size (6mm) groove to house the foil while 
it is being indented. Then a pounce wheel (also available in vari-
ous sizes from shops like Spotlight) is used down the backing pa-
per side of the foil tape, indenting the long edge and then indent-
ing across the foil to appear like separate plates. 
The rigging cord dispenser is handy as the various coloured and 
sized rigging cord can be labelled for use on a particular item to 
avoid confusion and mistakenly using the wrong cord. 

Steve Smith then displayed his Artesania 
Latina HMB Endeavour. The model is 
well advanced and Steve expects that it 
will be completed in time for EXPO, even 
though he has barely started preparing 
the model for rigging. 
This time frame may be over-optimistic 
and the best advice would be to make 
sure about the weight of rigging cord be-
ing used, as a general rule the cord for 
standing rigging should be heavier than 
the cord used for running rigging for hal-
yards and sheets. 
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cont. from p.4 

Ralph Hannaford brought along a model of Batmobile, made from 
bricks similar to Lego. Our Club , whilst principally a shipbuilding 
club, encourages and promotes all forms of modelling, and a diver-
sion from the pressures of shipbuilding is often vital to retaining our 
sanity. Good to see Ralph is still modelling after a substantial break! 
Mike Barton brought along his Duyfken model. Due to a lighter 
work load he has been able to pick up the pace with this kit. He stat-
ed that this model has produced the most challenges to his limited 
ability. Although Mike has found several problems, he said that is 
has been quite satisfying being able to solve them as detailed below.  
Mike planked the deck (which was not part of the kit), as a result the 
cannons sat higher. To solve this, he increased the depth of the axle 
grooves in the timber body, and once the wheels and axles were set 
in place, filed flats on the bottom of the wheels, thus reducing the overall cannon height. This 
made the cannon barrel sit more centrally in the gunport. He also simplified the rigging on the 
cannons. Michael found the ladders difficult to make. 

The head timber frames at the very bow 
are delicate but are strengthened by the 
upper and lower head rails. The length 
of frames that rise above the upper 
head rail must be removed with the use 
of a sanding drum in a Dremel.  After 
breaking one of the frames, Mike real-
ised that this was a delicate process. 
Other issues encountered were that the 

port side forecastle cap rail did not line up well with the forecastle posts and had to be modi-
fied; and the poop deck rails did not meet well at the flag support so filler pieces were added. 

Tom Wolf then presented his HMT 
Dunera, he has made major progress 
since this model was last shown. Tom 
has however experienced that he is 
constantly “taking 2 steps forward and 
then 1 step back”. Although working 
from plans for this 1:350 scratch built 
model, the necessity to retro-fit is really 

getting to him. Nevertheless at this time the finishing date for 7 September 2020, the 80th an-
niversary of Dunera’s arrival in Sydney with the “Dunera Boys”, remains realistic. 
Michael Bennett brought along his miniature 
HMS Sirius, and he reported that he has now 
done further research and is satisfied that the fig-
urehead fitted before beginning her voyage in 
1787 was a Lionhead. In fielding an enquiry as to 
the colour of the copper plating, Michael’s re-
search confirmed that the copper plates on Sirius 
were installed mainly 8 years prior to her voyage 
and a very green copper plate was most likely on 
her arrival in Sydney. 

Michael then detailed with enthusiasm that he 
has now received the prototype 3D printed life-
boats scaled at 1:600 and 1:1200 that he was 
awaiting. In fact they fit perfectly with his photo-
etched davits and seats and that he will now be 
able to finish the many miniature model ocean 
liners that have been waiting for these installa-
tions. 

cont. p.6 
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Mike Kelly produced photos of HMS Hermes and HMS Blake, being 
a British aircraft carrier and helicopter cruiser (Mike served on both), 
and that this will be his next ship-in-a-bottle project.  
Mike is hoping to have Royal Marines boarding Wessex V helicopters 
(using 1:700 naval figures made by Eduard).  
We are all looking forward to yet another “how-did-he-get-that-in-
there” ships in a bottle .  

Dach Hall brought along his Mermaid 
and it was timely that the question of 
coppering the hull had been discussed 
earlier, as this is exactly the next stage 
of Dach’s build. It is believed that Dach 
will actually use individual copper 
plates for this model rather than the 
copper coil method demonstrated by 
Richard Keyes. 

We had the opportunity to see Janos Nemeth’s many 
models displayed in 2 beautiful display cabinets which 
totally enhance the Nemeth home’s lounge room 
It was then time for the pièce de résistance . We went 
downstairs to Janos’ garage and were shown his Sover-
eign of the Seas.  

No words can ade-
quately describe the 
incredible impact on 
seeing this model 
with its hundreds of 
individually carved 
decorations. 
Indeed, Janos went 
so far as to turn 
each of the cannons 
on a lathe, then 

stamped a pattern on a brass plate and attached the 
plate to the top of the cannon barrel. 
Even the most experienced modeller admires and is 
astounded not only by Janos’ the skill but his total com-
mitment and dedication.  
As promised, Janos then literally gave away (even for sales the amount he wanted was just a 
nominal few dollars) many modelling items, bits and machines, and he insisted that nobody 
was to leave without some goodies! 
A fantastic time was had by all, we thank Kathy and Janos for their kind hospitality 
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NORTHERN CHAPTER S&T, 
February 22, Summerland Point 

Report and photos by Anelia and Michael Bennett 
The much 

anticipated February 
meeting of the Northern 
Chapter hosted by Tre-
vor Duxbury and Nan-
ette at their home went 
ahead (after it had to be 
postponed due to in-
clement weather) on 
22nd February,  
Four local members 
were joined by Sydney 
members and wives who 
travelled to support the 
group. 

First up Rod Hendy displayed his model “Elidir”, a 1920’s Thames river steamer. This model 
is 18 inches long (Scale 1:26) and is made by “Constructor”. Rod came about this model when 
his friend’s wife bought it for his friend and as he didn’t want it, he passed it on to Rod. The kit 
contains very poor instructions (maybe that’s why it was given away). 
Next up, Michael Butcher brought 2 models for 
discussion. Firstly, Michael showed his Mamoli 
“Mercator” and he explained that this is the 
second of this model that he is building. 
Michael’s discussion centered on some issues.  
Once again, the kit’s book of instructions was 
found to have poor instructions, the first 
“Mercator” kit had better instructions and pro-
vided for double planking.  

Later made kits (such as being built by Michael 
and by Evert van Oeteren), do not.  
Another issue is that horizontal planking would 
not work on part of the hull. Michael suggested 
vertical planking.  
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cont. from p.7 

Secondly, Michael brought along his finished 

Swedish Gunboat (Cannoniera Svedese 1775) 
for display. Discussion followed about realistic 
folds on flags, Trevor commented that he used 
aluminium foil for flags and that they retained 
their folds 

Michael commented on how deficient the in-
structions of this Amati model were (being just 
diagrams) even though it was claimed to be a 
suitable model for beginners. 
Evert van Oeveren is also making a 
“Mercator” and has come across the same 
issues with the model as Michael Butcher. The 
two of them are co-operating in the build and 
Evert is very pleased to be guided by 
Michael’s experience.  

These issues and how Evert and Michael are 
overcoming them are discussed in the article by 
Michael Butcher elsewhere in this issue. The 
“Mercator” is a Belgian training ship, and its his-
tory is also set out in that article. 

Geoff Kubank brought his 1:25 scale 
Artesania Latina “HMS Bounty Jolly 
Boat” to show. This is a model of the 
boat in which William Bligh sailed 
more than 3,500 nautical miles for 47 
days with 18 loyal sailors after the mu-
tiny aboard HMS Bounty. 
This is Geoff’s first wooden model, 
and it is a real beauty! Geoff is consid-
ering a build of the Endeavour next. 

cont. p. 9 
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Michael Bennett brought along one of his famous minia-
ture models, the “Edinburgh Castle” and showed, with 
a prototype, how it is set into the sea. Michael usually 
makes more than one version of all his models. Once the 
3D printed lifeboats arrive Michael can finish this model. 

As at all meetings where the miniatures are shown, the model attracts great interest, this meet-
ing was no exception 

Finally, our host Trevor Duxbury 
showed us his progress on “HMS Il-
lustrious”, a 1:350 scale model of a 
light aircraft carrier of the Royal Navy 
constructed in the late 1970s and ear-
ly 1980s.  
Following the retirement of her fixed-
wing British Aerospace Harrier II air-
craft in 2010, Illustrious operated as 
one of two Royal Navy helicopter car-
riers.  
After 32 years' service, the oldest ship 
in the Royal Navy's active fleet was 
formally decommissioned on 28 Au-
gust 2014 . 

Trevor is also currently building a Mantua model of 
the training ship “Amerigo Vespucci”,  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

He showed the part-built model 
to demonstrate “in” and “out” 
plating and some rivet detailing 
on the model. 
We look forward to seeing this 
giant model finished (and receiv-
ing some progress reports in the 
meantime). 
 

 

 cont. p.10 
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Michael Butcher brought along a gadget for cut-
ting planks / timber strips to set lengths. Michael 
slides the timber in the groove and puts a single 
sided razor blade in the slot at the required dis-
tance and uses a hammer on the razorblade  to 
chop the length.  

 
 
 
Trevor then showed the meeting a guillotine that is 
made by Amati and which enables the cutting of 
planks at various angles. He has modified it using a 
metal angle bracket held by rare earth magnets to al-
so cut planks to repeatable lengths. 
Evert and wife Kathy journeyed from Sydney to the 
meeting on the Central Coast. Cathy told the meeting 
that along the way they found a little bit of Paradise at 
Alison Homestead, Wyong.  

Kathy reported that this historic homestead is a wonderful treasure trove of model ships to see 
(as well as other historical items and a wonderful garden), so if you plan a visit to the Central 
Coast, this may be a great place to spend some of your time. 
The discussion at this S&T was lively and full of information, and all questions asked by those 
attending were answered by the many experienced modellers on hand, in all the meeting was 
a resounding success. 
On behalf of the Committee and the members living North of the Sydney Metropolitan Area, we 
thank Trevor and Nanette for their hospitality.  
A date for the next meeting of the Chapter’ will be notified when known, it is expected to be 
during May. In the meantime we look forward to progress reports of their projects from the vari-
ous members who belong to the Chapter. 



MODELLING "MERCATOR" AND 
RESEARCHING DETAILS OF THE 

VESSEL  

Article by Michael Butcher 
Introduction 
Whilst planking the second model of "Mercator" in January 2020, I noted a number of discrep-
ancies between the new kit from Mantua and the earlier one from the same kit maker.  
In particular, there was no mention of a second planking nor any 
mention of the need to vertically plank the hull around the counter 
stern.   
The photographs contained in the instructions were photocopies of 
previous editions and had become very cloudy and virtually non-
informative.  The supplier, Modellers Central, was advised by me 
accordingly and he expressed concern that he had received no ad-
vice from Mantua about the changes. He intended to contact Mantua 
as it strongly affected accuracy in his advertising. 
Research into the Model and the vessel itself 
Having checked with the original model, I confirmed it had been dou-
ble planked  and vertically planked around the counter, so work was 
continued. Shortly afterwards, through the intervention of Tom Wolf, 
Evert Van Oeveren (a fellow SMSC memberwho is also making the 
“Mercator”), made contact as he was having similar trouble with the 
stern planking.  He was also  concerned with the clarity of the in-
structions and the photocopies. Assistance was provided to him and 
all has been going well since.   

It prompted us to do more re-
search into the “Mercator” 
when the question arose as to 
whether the hull was steel with 
a timber counter.   
This seemed to be an unusual 
feature so more photos of the 
vessel were obtained as was 
more history and detail.   

From them it became clear that she 
was steel hulled and appear to have 
timber verticals around the counter 
stern.   
Although it was suggested at the meet-
ing of the Northern Chapter of the 
SMSC on the 22nd Feb. that maybe we 
should attempt to emulate a steel hull 
rather than a paint job over the timber 
hull, the preference appears to be the 
latter. 
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“Mercator” - a Prime Example for teaching traditional boat building skills 
Of great interest was an article describing how the 'Mercator' is now being used as an exam-
ple of the traditional boatbuilding skills being used in the maintenance of the ship for an im-
portant educational resource. 
Currently the maintenance is undertaken by a group of volunteers whose average age is over 
70 years.  Their wealth of knowledge in such skills as rigging, splicing and riveting may not be 
handed down to possible boat builders of the future.  
This expertise has now been recorded for the EU's Traditional Skills Project and is available 
in Belgium, Holland and the UK. It is expected the ability to share the skills via the internet will 
generate greater interest amongst the younger potential boat builders and help to maintain the 
preservation of similar vessels around the world. 
Historical Account of the "Mercator" 
'Mercator' was designed by Antarctic Explorer Adrien Gerlache (1866-1934), was built as a 
barquentine in Leith, Scotland by Ramage and Ferguson Ltd and launched in 1932.  Originally 
designed as a training ship for the Belgian Navy, she also was used for scientific observations, 
as an ambassador at world fairs and in ocean races including winning the 1960 Oslo to Oost-
ende tall ships race . Her maiden voyage commenced on September 5th 1932 and by 1940 
she had sailed more than 161,000 miles.   
In 1943 she had become a sub-
marine depot ship for the British 
Admiralty based in Freetown, Si-
erra Leone and was returned to 
Belgium after the war.   
In 1951 she resumed her duties 
as a sail training ship , taking part 
in many more Tall Ships races.  
Finally in 1960 she was retired to 
become a sailing ship museum 
and in 1964 was transferred to a 
permanent residence to the yacht 
haven in Oostende, Belgium. 

Major Refit of "Mercator " 2008-2009 
After 47 years as a floating museum, it 
was necessary for her to have a major 
refit. The Belgium Maritime Directorat 
appointed the major contractors for the 
overhaul of masts and rigging with work 
to be performed at the Industrie De 
PecherieIdp Shipyard in Oostende. 
The Project terms of reference included:- 
 Dismantling and removing all the 
yards and rigging 
 Disassembly and removal all three 
lower masts, topmasts and topmasts 
plus bowsprit 
 Production of new standing rigging 
 Installation and assembly of all 
masts and spars with new standing rig-
ging 
 Installation of yards and spars with 
sails and running rigging 
The refit commenced on October 20th 
2008 and was completed by May 4th 
2009. 



CAPTION COMPETITION #1:  
The Final Word: 

Many readers have asked me to disclose the caption that I had originally attributed to 
the cartoon, so here goes!: 

That should now see the end of Caption Competition #1, let us know if you want another for 

next year’s summer break …            Tom 
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HINTS: 
ANTI WARP 
DRYING JIG 
 
This is an article from an old 
SMA Newsletter in 1994 by 
Bob Beach explaining how 
he deals with this problem 
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HMAS MELBOURNE (l) IN DAZZLE 
Report by Tom Wolf 

Dazzle camouflage (also known as razzle dazzle in the U.S.) was a camouflage 
used extensively in World War I, and to a lesser extent in World War II and after-
wards.  

It consisted of complex patterns of geometric shapes in contrasting colours, interrupting and 
intersecting each other.  
Unlike other forms of camouflage, the intention of dazzle is not to conceal but to make it diffi-
cult to estimate a target's range, speed, and heading.   
It was intended primarily to dazzle and thereby mislead the enemy about a ship's course and 
so to take up a poor firing position. 
Each ship's dazzle pattern was unique to avoid making classes of ships instantly recognisable 
to the enemy.  
The result was that a profusion of dazzle schemes was tried, and the evidence for their suc-
cess was at best mixed.  

 
The Chatham class 
Cruiser HMAS Mel-
bourne (l) was the 
only RAN warship 
that was camou-
flaged in dazzle pat-
tern during WWl  
The drawings on the 
left are the 1917 
Schematic draw-
ings for the dazzle 
camouflage, featur-
ing hand-drawn and 
hand-painted views 
of HMAS Mel-
bourne from the Im-
perial War Museum 
Collection. 
 

An actual photo of HMAS Melbourne in dazzle is shown below. 



LEEUWIN ll 
Report by Tom Wolf 

I first visited the STS (Sail Train-
ing Ship) Leeuwin II  in Freman-
tle in 1994-95 when I attended 

the Australian Jamboree with 2 of my sons. 
She is a three-masted barquentine launched 
in 1986 and is currently operated by a pri-
vate not-for-profit organisation that runs 
youth training voyages along the West Aus-
tralian coast.  
The ship's overall length is 55m and its 
beam 9m. The hull is welded steel with a 
teak deck. The main mast is 33m tall and, 
when fully rigged, the ship carries over 810 
sqm. of sails  
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On my recent visit to Perth I couldn’t resist going to see her again and, but for the shortness of 
my stay, I would have wished to go for a 3 hour day sail on her. On this voyage you can haul 
the lines to set her sails, take the helm and go aloft.  
Bookings can be made at www.sailleeuwin.com or by phone (08)9430 4105. 
Although I couldn’t go aboard, I did visit the office where I was greeted enthusiastically, espe-
cially when I told them that I was a model shipbuilder. Immediately 3 models of Leeuwin II that 
are located in the office were shown to me 

Other models are also on display, including VASA and an unidenti-
fied 74 gunner, but most impressive was a model “Shamrock” pre-
sented to the Ocean Adventure Foundation operating Leeuwin II by 
the parents of Captain Suzanne Vaughan, the youngest female ap-
pointed as an oil tanker captain, who tragically died at sea on her 
ship in 2008 aged 35. She had trained on the Leeuwin II. 

STREET ART IN FREMANTLE 
Photo and report by Tom Wolf 

 
 
 

 
Many European migrants, including 
yours truly, first set foot in Australia 
after crossing the Indian Ocean, at 
the port of  Fremantle in Western 
Australia.  
 
The street art around the port area of 
Fremantle celebrates the arrival of 
migrants, this one holding a model of 
the ship that brought him to these 
shores. What better than to induct 
him into the Sydney Model Ship 
Club? 
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REPLICA ENDEAVOUR NOTES 
Photos and report by Tom Wolf 

Modellers living in Sydney have the 
advantage of having the replica 

“Endeavour” usually berthed in Darling Har-
bour, at the Australian National Maritime Muse-
um. As a result they are able to visit as often 
as they wish to see this wonderful vessel, con-
structed as best as the builders could, to what 
is believed to be the design of the Endeavour. 
I say “believed”, as there are plans available 
from Greenwich, but the Endeavour underwent 
various “lives” and there is room for discussion 
about what it may have looked like at different 
times. What is certain is that there is a replica, 
it is a real ship and there is nothing wrong in 
making a model of the replica. That will shut up 
all the critics? 

First, let’s start at the 
bow. The cathead on 
either side of the bow-
sprit on the replica is at 
a very slight angle, defi-
nitely much less than 
45 degrees as is cus-
tomary, more like 10 
degrees off the vertical. 
I hope that the photo on 
the left demonstrates 
this adequately. The 
photo on the right 

showing the “seat of comfort” or “head” located immediately next 
to the cathead also demonstrates this point. 
Whilst at the bow, the sacrificial timbers protecting the hull from the anchors on each side are 
prominent. 
For those wishing to paint their model, the way that the paintwork is curved from the bow to the 
stern is also well described in these photos. 

Looking further along 
the side, the channels, 
rails, deadeyes and  
shrouds are also well 
depicted in the photos 
on the left. 
The photos also show 
the way the spare 
ropes are coiled so as 
to be uncoiled fast and 
with less of a chance 
of the ropes becoming 
fouled. 

Next our attention is drawn to the fact that the “Endeavour” was not a battleship, but a vessel 
of discovery and research. After all it was no more than a converted collier specially selected 
as it sat comfortably in the water with its buff bow, and its speed was of no consequence. It 
was the perfect ship for the voyage that Lt. Cook had to make. 

cont. p. 18 
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cont. from p. 17 

Therefore it was not necessary for her to be 
heavily armed, and whilst she did have 8 
cannons on board (at least until 6 of them 
were thrown overboard to lighten her when 
she struck a reef off Queensland), they 
were of small calibre and not intended for 
any battle where an opponent that also had 
cannons would be involved. They, as well 
as the culverins aboard were for repelling 
natives and other unarmed (or lightly armed) potential invaders. Addition-
ally, the cannons that weren’t on deck were stored in the orlop deck as 
ballast. Any ports near the bow, side and stern of the ship were for venti-
lation and are not gunports. 

The windlass sides 
actually are very 
similar to the ones 
supplied with the 
Artesania Latina 
model, with inter-
esting angles and 
protruding bits to tie 
up to. By the way, 
the Corel model kit 
does not have any 
elements of this 
feature. 

The capstan is located forward of 
the wheel and between them there 
is a cabinet style binnacle (which is 
absent from all models I have en-
countered) and a skylight, rather 
than the grating that usually comes 
with a kit. 

As for the steering, Endeavour is a ship where the tiller 
was on top of the poop deck and this feature is immediate-
ly prominent on any visit to the replica save that there is a 
small box housing the connection from the tiller to the rud-
der, there are also some utility and storage boxes and 
shelves on the replica. 
 

I hope that these notes and observations will as-
sist the modeller looking to make their model as 
authentic as possible. It is to be observed that I 
have made no observations as to the stern art 
because that is an area of contention, but the 
stern art of the replica is shown in the photo on 
the right, whether this is in fact accurate for the 
original ship is not for me to comment upon. 
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USING CYANOACRYLATE (or CA) 
(or as most will know it, SUPERGLUE) 

Article by Tom Wolf 
I am almost too scared to write this article for fear of the follow-up mail I am likely to 

receive (so please, no follow-up mail). 
Use of superglue in model shipbuilding is contentious, at one of our meetings an expert model-
ler was asked why he used 2 pack epoxy instead of superglue, and his answer was that he is 
waiting for another 50 years to see if superglue retains its bond before he answers the ques-
tion as he was satisfied with the fact that other glues do bind for long periods. In view of his 
advanced years, I think that he was over-optimistic as to the results he expected to see from 
the grave. Certainly, we cannot vouch for CA’s longevity. 
Nevertheless, there are times when the use of an instant (or almost instant) glue has benefits 
and therefore CA is the only useful glue to be used despite the potential? risks. So, here are a 
few hints I have learned over the years of using CA: 
 
Cyanoacrylate is a moisture sensitive product and should be stored in a dry place. Also, stor-
age in a cold place will extend the life span of the glue. In fact, when cyanoacrylates are main-
tained in a cool, dry location such as a refrigerator at a temperature of about 10°C prior to 
opening, the shelf life will be extended to a minimum of 15 months, but care must be taken 
when ready to use, as placing them in cool, then hot temperatures will create condensation. 
After removing the product from the refrigerator, it is best to let them sit until they reach room 
temperature. 
 
So, you are now ready to use the CA. The bottle or tube containing the glue will have a narrow 
mouth, but getting the glue to the right spot and in just the right quantity can be tricky. There 
are commercially available applicators which may avoid your fingers being stuck together (at 
best) but here is a description of a simple and effective applicator that can be made at home: 
1. Take a sewing needle with a small eye, cut or grind off the top of the eye. Then embed 

the pointed end of the needle into the end of a dowel or a pin-vice. 
2. Drip a small amount of CA onto a piece of aluminium foil or cellophane (it can last like 

this for hours unless it comes into contact with moisture). 
3. Dip the cut off needle head into the pool of CA and apply to where necessary and wick 

them into the project that you wish to adhere 
4. If the needle “dispenser” becomes clogged or messy, burn off the dried glue with a flame 

or scratch it off with a knife 
 
If parts do not fit tightly or cannot be held together conveniently, use CA glue and an accelera-
tor.  Squeeze the dispenser until a small drop of CA forms at the tip.  Apply to one of the parts 
to be adhered and press the parts together.  You will have several seconds to move the parts 
to their proper position then, while maintaining the position, apply accelerator to the seam. The 
CA will harden instantly and can be released.  Allow the parts to be left undisturbed for three 
hours for complete cure. 
Accelerators or “kickers” are available commercially and are recommended. If however you 
wish to make your own: 
1. Fill gap with baking soda (sodium bicarbonate) and then drip CA onto the baking soda 
2. 1 teaspoon Baking soda (sodium bicarbonate) dissolved in ¼ cup of water and sprayed 

onto the project (but it will make the joint white in colour and difficult to sand) 
3. Alternatively a small drop of acetone (or nail polish remover) can be used, using a similar 

applicator 
 
Good luck, let’s hope you get the results you seek, but don’t forget that you may need to try 
your process on something other than you valuable project first. 
 
AND DON’T FORGET, YOU ARE USING CHEMICAL PROCESSES AND REACTIONS, SO 

WORK SAFELY IN A WELL VENTILATED AND CLEAN ENVIRONMENT. 



BINNACLES AND THE MARINER’S 
COMPASS 

(A BIT OF HISTORY) 
Report by Tom Wolf 

It is not known where or when it was discovered that the lodestone (a magnetized mineral 
composed of an iron oxide) aligns itself in a north-south direction, neither is it known where or 
when marine navigators first availed themselves of these discoveries. Plausible records indi-
cate that the Chinese were using the magnetic compass around 1100, western Europeans by 
1187, Arabs by 1220, and Scandinavians by 1300. The device could have originated in each of 
these groups, or it could have been passed from one to the others. 
The first mariner’s compass may have consisted of a magnetized needle attached to a piece of 
wood that was floating on water in a bowl. In a later version the needle was pivoted near its 
centre on a pin fixed to the bottom of the bowl.  

By the 13th century a card bearing a painted wind rose was mounted 
on the needle, a very familiar combination showing the cardinal 
points. The suspension of the compass bowl in gimbals (originally 
used to keep lamps upright on tossing ships) was first mentioned as 
early as 1537. On early compass cards the north point was empha-
sized by a broad spearhead and the letter “T” for “tramontana”, the 
name given to the north wind. About 1490 a combination of these 
evolved into the fleur-de-lis, still almost universally used. 
A binnacle is a waist-high case or 
stand on the deck of a ship, generally 
mounted in front of the helmsman, in 

which navigational instruments are placed for easy and quick 
reference as well as to protect the delicate instruments. Its tradi-
tional purpose was to hold the ship's magnetic compass, mount-
ed in gimbals to keep it level while the ship pitched and rolled. A 
binnacle’s contents typically include one or more compasses 
and an oil lamp or other light source and a timing device to 
measure speed. The liquid magnetic compass is now almost 
universally used, mounted in the binnacle.  
During the 15th century it became apparent that the compass 
needle did not point true north from all locations, and further, the construction of many early 
binnacles used iron nails which were later discovered to cause magnetic deviations in com-
pass readings. As the development of the compass and understanding of magnetism pro-
gressed, greater attention was given to binnacle construction to avoid compass disturbances 
caused by iron and with the introduction of iron-clad ships the magnetic deviation observed in 

compasses became more severe.  
Binnacles were originally constructed in the form 
of a cupboard, it is now usually a cylindrical ped-
estal with provision for illuminating the compass 
card. It contains various correctors to reduce the 
deviations of the compass caused by the mag-
netism of the ship.  
First corrective device in time was the installation 
of a vertical soft iron bar placed in a tube on the 
fore side (facing the bow) of a binnacle used to 
counteract the vertical magnetism inherent within 
a ship called the “Flinders bar”, named after Mat-
thew Flinders (1774-1814) who wrote a paper on 
ships' magnetism for the British Navy. He discov-

ered the addition of a bar of iron would compensate for errors caused by his cargo during his 
travels to Australia. 
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The introduction of iron and then steel for hulls 
and engines in the 19th century caused fur-
ther concern as the nearby ironwork deflected 
the compass needle. In 1837 the British Admi-
ralty set up a committee to seek rational meth-
ods of ensuring the accuracy of compasses 
installed on iron ships and in 1840 the com-
mittee introduced a new design that proved 
successful and it was promptly adopted. This 
used methods of compensation by arranging 
iron or magnetic objects near the binnacle and 

before 1854, all compasses were adjusted by magnets fixed into the deck. 
In 1854, a new type of binnacle was patented by John 
Gray of Liverpool which directly incorporated adjustable 
correcting magnets on screws or rack and pinions inside 
the binnacle casing, so that adjustments could easily be 
made if a deviation was discovered. This was improved 
again when Lord Kelvin patented in the 1880’s another 
system of compass and which incorporated two compen-
sating spheres. These are colloquially known as "Kelvin's 
balls” “Nelson’s balls” or "navigator's balls". 
The balls are often painted green and red to assist the 
helmsman to determine starboard and port - although no 
reputable helmsman would need this assistance) or just 
black. 
Now let’s review a little bit from the modeller’s viewpoint. 
To be historically correct, if one was to install a binnacle 
on the model of a ship built before the 1880’s, it would be 
wrong for the binnacle to have the “balls”. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=John_Gray_(maritime_inventor)&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=John_Gray_(maritime_inventor)&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liverpool
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rack_and_pinion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lord_Kelvin
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THE WRECK OF THE “DUNBAR”: 
SYDNEY’S WORST MARITIME 

DISASTER 
Report by Tom Wolf 

The Dunbar was a full-rigged 
ship that was wrecked near the 
entrance to Sydney Harbour in 
1857 with the loss of 121 people 
out of 122 aboard.  
The loss of the wooden ship 
Dunbar had a major impact on 
Sydney and still remains the 
worst peacetime disaster to have 
occurred in New South Wales. It 
is remembered each year by me-
morial services held at St Ste-
phens Church, Newtown, where 
many Dunbar victims were bur-
ied in a mass grave. 
Launched in 1854, she entered 
the passenger and cargo trade 
between London and Sydney 
early the following year. The first class ship had a hull and internal frames of British oak and 
decks of East India teak.  Because of the Crimean War, Dunbar was first used as a troop ship, 
finally voyaging to Sydney in 1856.  
She was one of a number of large sailing ships that began trading to Australia as a result of 
the Australian gold rushes, the Dunbar was a well-known vessel that catered for wealthy trav-
ellers between Britain and Sydney.  
The awful news of the wreck and the scenes at the wreck site that greeted Sydney's popula-
tion drove home the dangers of long distance sea travel. They witnessed the macabre specta-
cle of lifeless bodies being flung up against the South Head cliffs. Sharks fought off those try-

ing to recover the dead. 
The doomed clipper arrived off Sydney Heads at 
night on Thursday 20 August 1857 after 81 days at 
sea. Heavy rain impaired vision, obscured the cliffs 
at the entrance to Port Jackson as she approached 
from the south.  
A strong gale made navigating difficult. The ship's 
captain, either erroneously believed he had already 
passed the harbour's southern headland, or mis-
took a smaller break in the coastline known as The 
Gap for the port's entrance, drove the ship onto 
rocks  
When the shout "breakers ahead!" was heard, the 
Dunbar was still south of the harbour entrance al-
most under the Macquarie Lighthouse (see report 
in Chatterbox issue #42).  
The ship broached and was driven by the swell 
heavily into the towering black cliffs.   
The impact brought down the topmasts while 
mounting seas stove in the lifeboats. Lying on its 
side against the cliffs, the ship began to break up 
almost immediately.  

cont. p. 23 
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cont. from p. 22  

.One crewman, James Johnson, found himself hurled onto the rocks where he managed to 

gain a finger hold. Scrambling higher, he became the sole survivor looking down on a sea of 

bodies. 

The remainder of the passengers and crew were drowned. Dawn gradually unveiled the enor-

mity of the tragedy. The death toll staggered the population.  

James Johnson clung to his precarious hold on the rock ledge for 2 days until he was noticed 

from the cliff top. 

Some 20,000 people lined George Street in the City for the funeral procession, banks and of-

fices were closed and every ship in harbour flew their ensigns at half mast. The later loss of 

the Catherine Adamson just 9 weeks 

later (also attempting to enter Sydney 

Harbour) prompted construction of the 

red and white Hornby Lighthouse on 

the tip of South Head, to mark the ac-

tual entrance.  

HINTS: COILING BELAYED LINES 
This is an article from an old SMA Newsletter by our honourary member Don 
Dressel explaining how he coils lines. 

To finish the model, you may wish to install coils of rope hanging off the belay pins. We hope 
these jigs help you, the size depends on the scale of your model. 
Jig No.1 is used to coil and 
seize the line. Wind the line 
around the jig as indicated. 
When you have as many turns 
as you need, bring the end of 
the line up to the centre and 
make a tight half hitch, followed 
by several turns and another 
half hitch. Secure the ends with a touch of diluted white glue. 

To hang the coil from the belaying pin, 
after you have made the coil as above, 
place one strand onto the pin and allow 
the balance of the coil to hang down, 
this time soaking the coil with diluted 
white glue and let dry to hold its shape. 
When dry, remove from the jig and in-
stall on the model using a touch of dilut-

ed white glue. 
The dimensions “X” and “Y” are determined by the model’s scale. 



CAPE KELIAN LIGHTHOUSE, 
BANGKA, SUMATRA  

Report by Jeffrey Mellefont, Honorary Research Associate, ANMM  
On a recent voyage from Darwin to 

Singapore with Australian small-ship cruise spe-
cialist Coral Expeditions, the sprightlier passen-
gers climbed 199 steps to the viewing balcony 
of this handsome, granite Dutch-era lighthouse 
marking the entrance to the busy Bangka Strait 
off eastern Sumatra. It was built in 1862 on Tan-
jung (Cape Kelian), the north-western point of 
Bangka Island in what was then the Netherlands 
East Indies, today’s Republic of Indonesia.  

Bangka Island was an important source of allu-
vial tin, mined there by natives since these is-
lands’ bronze age (tin being one of bronze’s 
chief components, along with copper) and ex-
tracted on an industrial scale by the Dutch. In-
deed tin was one of the East Indies’ resources 
sought by the invading Japanese during World 
War 2. Crucial to the German war effort too, 
Bangka tin was shipped to Germany, some-
times in specially modified U-boats that also 
carried Asian rubber, tungsten, quinine and 
opium. 

The Cape Kelian light was erected using locally-quarried granite by 
the prospering Dutch tin mining company, Banka Tin Win-
ningbedrift.  
Its tapering, double-walled structure encloses the stairway between 
the two walls, and has endured more than a century and a half in 
this earthquake-prone region. While most of its cast-iron fittings re-
main, the original second-order, fixed catadioptric lens, lamp and 
rotating mechanism have been replaced by an electric lamp. The 
original was by Chance Brothers & Co. of Birmingham, makers of 
the Tasman Island (Tasmania) light mechanism displayed at the 
Australian National Maritime Museum. 
On the seaside near the lighthouse is a memorial dedicated to the 
women of the Royal Australian Army Nursing Corps who were 
massacred at a nearby beach by Japanese forces in February 
1942, near the town of Mentok.  

They were survivors of the SS Vyner Brooke, sunk by Japanese 
aircraft while evacuating personnel during the fall of Singapore. 
The memorial also remembers nurses who died during the sink-
ing or subsequent imprisonment on Bangka and Sumatra. It was 
dedicated in 1992, in the presence of seven of the survivors in-
cluding Matron Vivian Statham (nee Bullwinkel) AO MBE ARRC 
ED. Nurse Bullwinkel was the only survivor of the Mentok beach 
massacre when one group of 22 women who had reached Japa-
nese-occupied Bangka’s shore were herded back into the sea 
and machine-gunned. 
 

We thank Jeffrey (who is not a member of SMSC) for his interest and support … Ed 
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